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About This Game

Welcome to the deep space trip in the Space Mechanic, filled with missions and space stations to repair and exploration at its
core.
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Space Mechanic is mainly focused around repairing space stations, solars and space shutters. Every machine has hundreds of
parts that you can take out and replace. You can explore 3 planets using your landrover and feel like a real astronaut when you
look in the sky and see Earth in its whole view. If you lack the parts needed for the repair you can visit a space station with a

shop. Beside the mechanic part of the game there is a hangar for managament.

Space Mechanic Simulator is a great experience for people who would like to explore the space, to feel how it is to be an
astronaut, and to see the amazing views.

Features:
- 3 planets in the astronauts missions (Mars, Earth, Moon)

- 2 planets in the landrover missions (Mars, Moon)
- repairing bases, hangars

- 2 space shuttles
- 3 solars

- 3 advanced bases
- making a landrover

- machines that are made out of hundreds of parts (additional 46 unique parts only available in the Space Shop)
- time attack mode (repairing and building machines on time and competing with others)
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Title: Space Mechanic Simulator
Genre: Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Tomas Jelonek Studio
Publisher:
PlayWay S.A.
Release Date: Coming Soon

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP3 / Vista / 7 / 8 / 10 

Processor: AMD FX-8300 or Intel Core i3-6100

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 660 or Radeon R9 270 with 1GB VRAM

English,French,Italian,German
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